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Background: The United Kingdom National External Quality Assessment Service (UK NEQAS) for Leuco-
cyte Immunophenotyping Immune Monitoring Programme, provides external quality assessment (EQA) to
non-U.S. laboratories affiliated with the NIH NIAID Division of AIDS (DAIDS) clinical trials networks.
Selected laboratories are required to have oversight, performance monitoring, and remediation under-
taken by Immunology Quality Assessment (IQA) staff under the DAIDS contract. We examined whether
laboratory accuracy improves with longer EQA participation and whether IQA remediation is effective.

Methods: Laboratory accuracy, defined by the measurement residuals from trial sample medians, was
measured on four outcomes: both CD41 absolute counts (cells/lL) and percentages; and CD81 absolute
counts (cells/lL) and percentages. Three laboratory categories were defined: IQA monitored (n 5 116),
United Kingdom/non-DAIDS (n 5 137), and non-DAIDS/non-UK (n 5 1034). For absolute count outcomes,
the groups were subdivided into single platform and dual platform users.

Results: Increasing EQA duration was found to be associated with increasing accuracy for all groups
in all four lymphocyte subsets (P< 0.0001). In the percentage outcomes, the typical IQA group labora-
tory improved faster than laboratories from the other two groups (P< 0.005). No difference in the overall
rate of improvement was found between groups for absolute count outcomes. However, in the DPT sub-
group the IQA group ultimately showed greater homogeneity.

Conclusions: EQA participation coupled with effective laboratory monitoring and remedial action is
strongly associated with improved laboratory accuracy, both incrementally and in the proportion of labora-
tories meeting suggested standards. Improvement in accuracy provides more reliable laboratory informa-
tion facilitating more appropriate patient treatment decisions. VC 2017 International Clinical Cytometry Society
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The role of flow cytometry in the measurement of

absolute T lymphocytes subsets, particularly CD41 T

lymphocytes, in HIV infected individuals is well docu-

mented and is used to provide information with respect

to therapeutic interventions (1–5). In recent years, the

use of single platform flow cytometry (SPT) has been

the method of choice and uses either a volumetric

approach, where the absolute count is calculated from a

known volume of aspirated sample, or a bead based

approach where a known number of beads are added to
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a known volume of sample and the ratio and subse-

quent absolute count calculated accordingly (6,7).

Because therapeutic interventions rely on accurate labo-

ratory assessment of the absolute T lymphocyte subsets

it is important to have in place both internal (internal

quality control ) and external quality systems [profi-

ciency testing/external quality assessment (EQA)] that

can measure the quality of the results generated and

facilitate the correct remedial action should problems be

identified (8). Indeed, the International Federation of

Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine (IFCC) and

the World Association of Societies of Pathology and Lab-

oratory Medicine (WASP) issued, in 1999, the following

policy statement “It is in the interests of patients, of

society, and of governments that clinical laboratories

operate at high standards of professional and technical

competence. . .. and that their competence is verified

through a process of inspection and comparison against

appropriate standards.”
Quality measurement systems should be an integral

part of a laboratory’s quality monitoring system and be
designed in such a way as to quickly identify potential
areas of concern with laboratory measurement pro-
cesses to facilitate remedial action such as determining
the root cause of an analytical error or identifying the
cause of poor performance in EQA programs (9).
Indeed, the monitoring of laboratory performance, both
within the laboratory itself and via EQA programs, is
becoming an increasing requirement for laboratory
accreditation (10). Previous evidence has suggested that
the longer a laboratory participates in an EQA program
there is improvement in the laboratory (11–13). How-
ever, what has never been documented is whether this
improvement is linked to: (i) increased accuracy by the
laboratory and/or (ii) if remedial action by the EQA pro-
gram when a poor performing laboratory is identified
leads to improvement.

UK NEQAS for Leucocyte Immunophenotyping (UK
NEQAS LI), an ISO 17043 accredited EQA program (14),
providing EQA to over 4,000 laboratories worldwide for
flow cytometric immunophenotyping and molecular
hemato-oncology, and the Immunology Quality Assess-
ment (IQA) program, that provides EQA to NIH funded
laboratories undertaking lymphocyte subset analysis in
North America, have been collaborating with respect to
determining if EQA participation improves accuracy of
measurement in lymphocyte subset determination and if
this accuracy improves the longer a laboratory partici-
pates in EQA. To assess the effect of EQA program par-
ticipation we examined the UK NEQAS Immune Moni-
toring (UK NEQAS IM) program cohort that comprised
of a total of 1287 laboratories over a period of 11 years
from November 2003 to September 2014. This gener-
ated a total dataset of 234,612 results for CD41 T lym-
phocyte absolute counts and percentages along with
CD81 T lymphocyte absolute counts and percentages
obtained from 132 EQA samples. Within this cohort,
three groups were identified and defined as Division of

AIDS (DAIDS) sponsored IQA monitored and remediated
laboratories; laboratories based solely in the United
Kingdom and; the rest of the world (i.e., laboratories
that were not in either of these first two categories).
The latter two groups, unlike the DAIDS cohort,
received no active constant remediation or training
unless they were identified as being “out of consensus.”

In the first group review of EQA performance reports,
assay procedures, and QA and QC procedures were con-
ducted to help identify errors and root causes of prob-
lems in testing. Details of corrective action investiga-
tions in the underperforming sites highlighted: training
needs; technical staff assessment; instrument calibration
and verification requirements; and inappropriate han-
dling and testing of EQA samples. The collaboration
with DAIDS network coordinators in follow up reviews
of laboratory EQA performances provided added guid-
ance and oversight for quality improvement.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design

This study is a historical analysis of eleven years of
UK NEQAS IM program data between November 2003
and September 2014 where 132 stabilized samples (two
samples were sent bimonthly) were distributed to 1,287
laboratories participating laboratories. Samples were pre-
pared using a validated stabilization procedure previ-
ously described (7,8). The four measurement types
whose values that laboratories could report are CD41 T
lymphocyte absolute counts (n 5 64,999) and percen-
tages (n 5 59,626), and CD81 T lymphocyte absolute
counts (n 5 56,490) and percentages (n 5 53,497).

Using Laird-Ware (15,16) longitudinal mixed effects
models, similar to those used in characterizing participa-
tion in the domestic IQA program over time and labora-
tory accuracy (11), we quantified the relationship
between duration of laboratory participation in the UK
NEQAS IM program and improved accuracy while con-
trolling for (ruling out) possible other reasons for
changes in accuracy. Variables included in the models to
control for their possible effects and thus make the labo-
ratories as directly comparable as possible include: Year
that sample was measured; which controls for any
cohort effects; Gating strategy; which controls for differ-
ences in and changes in gating strategy over time; equip-
ment manufacturer and platform; which controls for
both differences in and changes in over time. There are
four separate models, one for each of the lymphocyte
subsets of CD41 T lymphocytes and CD81 T lympho-
cytes absolute counts and percentage values. These
models were fit on the log-log scale but results are pre-
sented on the original untransformed scale.

Parameters in Models

Response variables.

The response variables that are used to characterize
accuracy are a function of the absolute residual for each
measurement. The absolute residual is the absolute
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value of the difference between a laboratory’s measure-
ment of a sample and the median value for that sample
based on all laboratories that provided measurements. A
decrease in the absolute residual corresponds to an
increase in accuracy. Natural log (LN) transformations of
the absolute residuals of CD41 T lymphocytes and
CD81 T lymphocytes absolute counts and percentage
values were applied as part of creating linear models on
the log-log scale.

Primary variables of interest.

The number of years of participation by a laboratory
in the UK NEQAS IM program (Duration) is the focus of
this study and it is LN transformed as part of the lineari-
zation process. Also of interest is laboratory group mem-
bership and defined as: DAIDS sponsored IQA moni-
tored and remediated laboratories (n 5 116); United
Kingdom laboratories (n 5 137); and those not in either
of these two categories (n 5 1,034). The first group con-
sisted of laboratories involved in DAIDS clinical trial net-
work activity and that were identified by DAIDS as need-
ing assistance in improving their accuracy and precision,
usually due to resource limitations. The second group
consisted of laboratories located in the United Kingdom
only and the third group was all others that participate
in the UK NEQAS IM program. Remedial intervention by
the UK NEQAS IM program to the second group
occurred when a laboratory had results that were signifi-
cantly different from the consensus value. In this case,
the laboratory is suggested to undertake an investigation
and the findings are reported to the UK NEQAS IM pro-
gram. If needed, technical advice and/or analysis of data
files is provided to the laboratory in an attempt to
resolve any underlying issues. Remedial intervention by
the UK NEQAS IM program to the third group was only
provided upon laboratory request.

Other covariates included in models.

There are five additional covariates that were included
to control for possible effect upon laboratory accuracy:
the LN of the sample median value; calendar year; plat-
form (single or dual platform technology); gating strat-
egy used; and flow cytometer manufacturer. As previ-
ously reported laboratory measurement variability is
proportional to the average value of the sample (11,17).
Thus, we would expect that as the sample median
increased, accuracy decreased. Given that the sample
median values have varied over time the LN of the sam-
ple median is included to account and control for these
fluctuations as they could be a source of any trend
found in laboratory accuracy. Only one other study has
quantified the relationship between sample median
value and variability (11) and this study builds upon that
finding. Additionally, this is an important variable to
determine and control to rule out the possibility that
changes in laboratory accuracy was simply a by-product
of changes in sample composition.

Calendar year, as a categorical variable, is included to
control for any cohort effect that may be present. Plat-
form is included in the count models for several reasons.
One reason is that different average values (means and
medians) were found by platform and therefore we cal-
culate the absolute residual separately for each platform
type based upon the respective platform sample median
values. Frequencies of the use of the different platforms
for CD41 T lymphocytes absolute counts by group are
shown in Table 1. Another reason is that the within
group variability has been shown to vary by platform
(11). Additionally, laboratories can switch from SPT to
dual platform (DPT) or DPT to SPT over the course of
the study and we want to control for the possibility that
improvement over time was simply a by-product of plat-
form switching. Note that this switching will be
reflected in the number of laboratories reported in the
tables as each laboratory/platform combination is treated
as the unit of observation in the statistical models.

Gating strategy was defined as a five level categorical
variable, the categories being: CD45/SSC; Forward Scat-
ter/Side Scatter (FSC/SSC) [which included Panleukogat-
ing (PLG)]; Facscount (T-cell); Partec (volumetric); and
other. Frequencies of the use of the different gating strat-
egies for CD41 T lymphocytes absolute counts by group
are shown in Table 2. We control for this as laboratories
may have switched strategies over time and we want to
rule this out as the basis for laboratory improvement.

Flow cytometer manufacturers were divided into three
categories: BD Biosciences (BD) (n 5 43,215); Beckman
Coulter (BC) (n 5 18,276); and other (n 5 3,508).

Random effects.

The random effects are at the laboratory level and
include an intercept term and the LN of duration in the
program (the slope term). This permits separate esti-
mates for each laboratory’s trajectory in each of the
groups. They also control for any unobserved heteroge-
neity among the laboratories.

Modeling Process

Mixed effects models were fit using a standard proce-
dure (18,19). The set of hypotheses being tested in this
procedure are that the explanatory variables improve the
model fit, that is, the parameter value is non-zero. The
null hypothesis in each case is that the explanatory vari-
able does not improve the model fit, that is, the parame-
ter value is zero. Briefly, this procedure consisted of first
fitting the fixed effects using Maximum Likelihood based

Table 1
Frequencies of CD4 Absolute Count Measurements by

Platform and Group

Group DPT SPT Total

DAIDS – IQA monitored 654 6,538 7,192
United Kingdom 1,521 10,863 12,384
Non IQA/UK 7,451 37,972 45,423
Total 9,626 55,373 64,999
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estimation and likelihood ratio tests for significance test-
ing, while using a hypothesized random effects structure.
Next, the random effects terms and their covariance
structure, given the fixed effects terms found to be signif-
icant in the first step, were fit using Restricted Maximum
Likelihood. The fit of the covariance structure and ran-
dom effects terms was evaluated using likelihood ratio
tests when appropriate or the Bayesian Information Crite-
rion. The utility and necessity of natural log transforma-
tions of the outcome variable and duration in the pro-
gram was verified by use of graphical residual analysis
comparing models with and without the transformations.
These models are similar to those used in prior work
(11) that examined the effect of calendar time in the
domestic IQA program upon each individual laboratory’s
absolute residuals. There are two refinements to those
models in this work. The first, the utilization of duration
in the program rather than calendar time as the primary
predictor. This was possible due to the large number of
laboratories entering the program at different time points
permitting separate estimations of the effect of duration
and calendar year. The other involved the use of the log-
log scale obviating the need of a polynomial of duration
to characterize the response function.

RESULTS

Final Models

Count models.

For both count models the fixed effects of Group
(CD41 P< 0.01; CD81 P< 0.05) and LN Duration
(P< 0.0001) were significant as were the Sample
Median, Calendar Year, Platform, Gating Strategy, Manu-
facturer, and the interactions of Platform by LN Dura-
tion, Platform by Calendar Year, and Platform by Manu-
facturer (P< 0.0001 all terms). The random intercept
and slope terms were both significant with the unit of
analysis being the laboratory nested within Group and a
separate unstructured covariance matrix for each plat-
form (P< 0.0001 overall).

Percentage models.

For both percentage models the system of the fixed
effects of Group, LN Duration, and their interaction was
significant (P< 0.005 overall) as were the Sample
Median, Calendar Year, Gating Strategy, and Manufac-
turer (P< 0.0001 all terms). The random intercept and
slope terms were both significant with the subject being
the laboratory and a separate unstructured covariance
matrix for each Group (P< 0.0001 overall).

Model Results

The following results are presented in terms of the
“typical” laboratory. The typical laboratory is a mathe-
matical construct derived from the fixed effect terms in
the models (19). It can be thought of as a hypothetical
laboratory that is in the middle of the actual laboratories
with respect to the magnitude of the laboratory specific
intercept and slope terms generated by the random
effects.

For the absolute count outcomes, the typical DPT lab-
oratory started out with larger absolute residuals
(roughly twice the magnitude of a typical SPT labora-
tory). This is evidenced by significantly different plat-
form specific fixed effect intercept terms (P< 0.0001 for
each). For the percentage outcomes, the typical IQA
monitored laboratory started out with larger absolute
residuals than the typical laboratories in the other two
groups. This is evidenced by significantly different IQA
monitored group specific fixed effect intercept terms
(P< 0.01 for each).

Increasing duration was found to be associated with
increasing accuracy for all four lymphocyte subsets
(P< 0.0001 for each) for typical labs. This was evi-
denced by negative slopes (on the log-log scale) for the
fixed effects of LN Duration upon the absolute residuals.
For the absolute count outcomes, there was a significant
difference between platforms in rate of improvement,
but not between groups, with the typical DPT labora-
tory improving faster than the typical SPT laboratory. In
the percentage outcomes, there was a significant differ-
ence between the typical laboratory in the IQA group
and the typical laboratories in the other two groups
(P< 0.005 for each) with the typical IQA group labora-
tory improving faster than the typical laboratories from
the other two groups. There was no difference between
the typical laboratories in the non-IQA groups. Percent-
age change in the absolute residual after two years in
program for percentage outcomes by group and plat-
form is shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

Typical laboratory trajectories for each outcome are
shown in Figures 1–4. These trajectories are based upon

Table 2
Frequencies of CD4 Absolute Count Measurements by Gating Strategy and Group

Group CD45/SSC FSC/SSC Facscount Partec Other Total

DAIDS – IQA monitored 4,454 516 1,942 0 280 7,192
United Kingdom 11,781 497 24 0 82 12,384
Non IQA/UK 32,191 3,759 7,651 1,731 91 45,423
Total 48,426 4,772 9,617 1,731 453 64,999

Table 3
Percentage Reduction in Percentage Absolute Residuals after

Two Years in the Program

Group CD4 CD8

DAIDS – IQA monitored 23.1% 27.0%
United Kingdom 10.4% 11.8%
Non IQA/UK 10.6% 12.4%
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a normal range sample median value, the base case of
CD45/SSC gating and use of a BD flow cytometer. They
are back transformed from the log-log scale that leads to
so called “elastic” models where a certain percentage
change of time is associated with a particular percentage
change in the absolute residual. Figure 5 shows the mag-
nitude of the improvement over time for the clinically
significant case of CD41 T lymphocyte counts with a
sample median value of 350 cells/lL.

Two things should be noted based on the random
effects estimates (data not shown) when interpreting
the figures for the count outcomes. The first is that the
‘within platform variability’ for the intercept terms has
considerable overlap between platforms with greater
variability for the DPT laboratories at the beginning of
the study period. The other is the negative correlation
(r 5 20.80 to 20.85) between the intercept and slope
random effects terms (as indicated by the random
effects covariance terms) indicates that there is a ten-
dency for laboratory performance to converge upon the
typical laboratory’s performance by the end of the study
period. That is, those laboratories that start with lower
accuracy (larger intercept terms) improve more (steeper
downward slopes) than others that start with greater
accuracy within their platform group. Conversely, labo-
ratories that start with greater accuracy (smaller inter-
cept terms) improve less (shallower downward slope)
than those that start with lower accuracy.

Table 5 illustrates these effects for the case of CD41

T lymphocyte counts with a sample median value of
350 cells/lL. The values used to generate this table con-
sist of the predicted values for each laboratory/platform
combination using the base model levels of the other
covariates. One laboratory’s values were excluded in the
DPT/Other group due to it being an extreme outlier,

most likely due to consistent data entry errors on the
laboratory’s part. Note that the mean values for each
group will not be the same as the typical value for the
group due to the skewed distribution of the data on the
original scale as well as the use of weighted least
squares in the estimation process.

DISCUSSION

Previous work suggests there is a beneficial effect of
EQA participation on laboratory accuracy but little has
been done to quantify its effect or control for possible
alternate explanations for laboratory improvements
(7–14,17). In this work, after controlling for multiple
covariates, we found that EQA participation coupled
with effective laboratory monitoring and remedial action
is strongly associated with improved laboratory accu-
racy. We also quantified the relationship between accu-
racy and duration of EQA participation for the UKNE-
QAS program both with and without IQA remediation.
Improvement in accuracy provides more reliable infor-
mation to clinical trials facilitating improved patient
treatment decisions.

The use of in-vitro diagnostics for diagnosis of disease
or disorders, classification, treatment and subsequent
monitoring to assess treatment effectiveness are key
aspects in health care management. All of these require
high levels of standardization and quality assessment to

FIG. 1. Model based trajectories of typical laboratory performance
for CD41 count residuals for samples with a median value of 1125
cells/lL. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 2. Model based trajectories of typical laboratory performance
for CD81 count residuals for samples with a median value of 650
cells/lL. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 3. Model based trajectories of typical laboratory performance
for CD41% residuals for samples with a median value of 50%. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table 4
Percentage Reduction in Absolute Count Absolute Residuals

after Two Years in the Program

Platform CD4 CD8

SPT 6.6% 10.0%
DPT 19.0% 21.4%
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guarantee “the right result on the right patient at the
right time”. This is essential for clinical decisions and to
improve “global cost-effective health outcome benefits.”
Laboratory Medicine is a science-based discipline that is
at the forefront of rapid technological and as such the
innovative changes that occur present challenges for
method validation, training, and implementation of qual-
ity procedures such as quality assessment and guideline
compliance. Thus, it is vitally important that accuracy
and precision of laboratory parameters are closely moni-
tored and corrective/remedial action is specifically tar-
geted. Participation in EQA programs and the identifica-
tion of laboratories that are not performing well is a
vital part of the whole quality monitoring process for
any given laboratory.

We found that for the percentage outcomes, the rate
of increasing accuracy was greater for the typical lab in
the IQA program in comparison to the other two groups
(Figs. 3 and 4). Furthermore, the within group variance,
representing how wide the spread was between labs
within a group, improved significantly more for the IQA
laboratories using DPT (Table 5). Additionally, we have
shown that with all outcomes and all groups the typical
laboratory showed increasing accuracy as duration in
the EQA program increased. Given that, this study has
controlled all other covariates within the modeling it
would be reasonable to assume that the increased accu-
racy over time is as a result of technician learning over
the same period.

The most probable explanation for better initial abso-
lute count outcomes for IQA than percent outcomes is
that the absolute count outcomes included a number of
FACSCount instruments (roughly 25% of the IQA group
count measurements came from FACSCounts) where the
laboratories did not report percentage outcomes. FACS-
Count instruments did well on the absolute count out-
comes and thus would have made the typical DAIDS lab-
oratory for absolute counts better than the typical
DAIDS laboratory for percentages.

It has been suggested that in order to have reliable
clinical decisions that the absolute residual for CD41 T
lymphocyte counts with a sample value of 350 cells/lL
be no >50 cells/lL (20). Figure 5 and Table 5 show sev-
eral interesting patterns relating to this cut-off; the first
is that for laboratories using DPT the typical value at the
start of EQA is lower than the average predicted value
while there is no difference for the SPT using laborato-
ries. Additionally there is no difference between the typ-
ical laboratory and the mean predicated value at ten
years. This is most likely a by-product of the greater vari-
ability of DPT using laboratories at the beginning of
EQA and would suggest that the most useful value for
characterizing the laboratories as a group is that of the
typical laboratory. However, it does illustrate the consid-
erable difference in within group variability. Focusing on
the results shown in Table 5, looking over time at the
within group variability (and at the maximum values for

FIG. 4. Model based trajectories of typical laboratory performance
for CD81% residuals for samples with a median value of 25%. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 5. Model based trajectories of typical laboratory performance
for CD41 count residuals for samples with a median value of 350
cells/lL. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table 5
Predicted Absolute Residuals for CD4 Counts at a Sample Level of 350 cells/lL

Platform Group N Labs Time Mean Standard Deviation (SD) Minimum Maximum

DPT UK 33 Start 51.4 25.2 17.8 110.1
10 Years 35.6 19.5 11.9 95.8

DPT IQA 27 Start 78.8 87.8 8.0 392.4
10 Years 30.1 8.1 12.9 49.1

DPT Other 200 Start 67.4 56.6 9.1 414.9
10 Years 36.7 18.2 6.2 122.6

SPT UK 128 Start 24.2 13.2 7.7 104.1
10 Years 18.4 4.1 10.5 33.9

SPT IQA 101 Start 22.3 13.4 8.2 116.4
10 Years 17.6 4.3 10.0 32.6

SPT Other 875 Start 25.9 17.4 4.5 252.9
10 Years 20.4 6.1 7.8 79.1
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the laboratories) we can see that the IQA group shows
greater improvement, particularly by the poorly perform-
ing labs. This greater improvement brings them into line
with the suggested 50 cells/lL and supports overall
greater within group homogeneity.

One thing that should be pointed out with respect to
the use of the natural log transform for both the response
variables and the duration of program participation vari-
able is that this implies a non-linear relationship between
the two on the untransformed scale. Another modeling
approach that could have been used would be to fit
some nonlinear mixed model to the data. The linear
model with the log transformations was chosen however
for several reasons. The primary reason is that the form
of non-linear models is usually theory based and there is
currently no theory for the nature of the distribution of
the absolute residuals in measurements involving flow
cytometry. Additionally, the linear mixed model assump-
tions of Gaussian distributed model regression residuals
and their homogeneity of variance over the range of the
predictor variable, in our case duration of program partic-
ipation, were found to be met when the log transforma-
tions were applied but not otherwise.

In summary, the work presented here that has under-
taken a historical analysis of lymphocyte subset related
EQA data collected for 1,287 sites over an eleven year
period. It supports the overall value of testing site partici-
pation in EQA activities that are also coupled with quality
oversight and technical remediation to provide long term
quality improvement of associated laboratory activities.
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